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The Valued Sustainable Services (ValSServ) concept is an approach to 
building the capacity of local populations. It emphasizes the inter-
dependency among telecommunications, reliable power, and infor-

mation-sharing support, and encourages projects to be developed in integrated 
packages rather than in stovepiped lines of effort.1 ValSServ focuses on bottom-
up projects in complex civil-military operations2 that can be funded, planned, 
and executed at local levels, while being consistent with top-down national and 
theater strategies. It takes a system-of-systems approach,3 recognizing that suc-
cessful projects can generate positive ripple effects in local environments and 
throughout extended networks. This paper focuses on ValSServ within the wide 
range of U.S. Department of Defense operating environments, such as capacity-
building to help shape peacetime conditions in partner nations, post-disaster 
recovery, and helping to move from the “hold” to the “build” phases in counter-
insurgency operations.4

The ValSServ approach is based on six planning and operating principles. 
First, local development and governance efforts need to be aligned with overall 
strategic objectives.5 Second, the focus must be population-centric. Personnel 
must respect and work through local conditions, cultures, relationships, and re-
quirements to develop personal links that can be used to initiate projects and 
support them over the long term. Third, projects must concentrate on building 
capacity that can be sustained by the local population. Fourth, projects must 
draw on a wide range of inputs and analytical approaches to identify potential 
risks and threats present in the project area and adapt to changing circumstances. 
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Key Points
◆◆  the Valued Sustainable Services 

(ValSServ) concept can help build 
socioeconomic capacity and 
resilience in partner nations. it 
emphasizes interdependencies 
among three enabling capabili-
ties: telecommunications, reliable 
power, and information-sharing 
support.

◆◆  ValSServ focuses on the develop-
ment of capacity from the “bot-
tom up,” while being consistent 
with “top down” national- and 
theater-level strategies.

◆◆  ValSServ projects will be chosen 
by local populations. But they 
must be sustainable over the long 
term so that external support is 
unnecessary.

◆◆  a realistic assessment must be 
conducted before beginning a 
ValSServ project.

◆◆ education, experiential learning, 
and training should be part of all 
ValSServ plans to change behav-
iors so that lessons really can be 
learned and not just observed.
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Fifth, projects must build on lessons observed in the past 
and present and find ways to change behaviors that can 
turn them into lessons learned for future operations. Fi-
nally, personnel must continuously look for other oppor-
tunities to implement or scale ValSServ projects while 
understanding the realities of local conditions.6

ValSServ operates on the premise that local pri-
vate-sector involvement is essential for long-term 
sustainability. Local populations must be able to keep 
solutions operating with their own resources to break 
the cycle of dependency on outside support. During 
the planning phase, an important factor for choosing 
a site for ValSServ initiation is the enthusiasm of the 
population—that is, the priority generally is to work 
with those who are interested instead of spending ex-
cessive time trying to motivate those who are not. Proj-
ect managers also must define, and then help to shape, 

advantageous “post-conditions” that support long-term 
strategic objectives.

The first section of this paper addresses the compo-
nents of ValSServ, which consist of enablers, domains, 
and services. The second section focuses on planning 
considerations to enhance the likelihood of successful 
implementation. The third outlines execution steps. The 
paper concludes with a summary of benefits and recom-
mendations for further research.

Components
ValSServ has three components: enablers, domains, 

and the services that connect them. 
Enablers are the three core utilities that support a 

wide range of services within domains. Telecommunica-
tions, reliable power, and information-sharing support 
form the foundation of ValSServ. At the beginning of a 

figure 1. ValSServ enablers, domains, and Services
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project, community leadership should be consulted about 
the ways that enablers can support the domains present 
in the community to produce services that citizens would 
value and could sustain by themselves.

Telecommunications refer to information transport 
mechanisms such as broadcast radio, television, cell 
phones, satellite and microwave links, area networks, and 
equipment such as robust, low-power computers that tie 
deployable gear into local communication systems.7 They 
should be built on commercial infrastructures whenever 
possible. Broadcast radio is included since it serves as a 
primary means of mass communication in much of the 
world but typically is overlooked by those coming from 
developed countries. Because the array of telecommuni-
cations technology is much broader than “information 
technology,” which often is associated with Internet-
based systems, the preferred international term for de-
scribing the full range of capabilities is information and 
communications technology.8

These systems and the information they transport 
are globally transformational forces. They are changing 
societies, reframing international interactions, helping 
to determine economic winners and losers, and affect-
ing people’s thoughts, values, and opportunities across 
generations. They often are critical enablers of mission-
essential activities. Yet development planning often 
treats telecommunications and information as neither 
essential services nor critical infrastructures. They de-
serve more attention.

Reliable power is a recognized prerequisite for de-
velopment and reconstruction. It can come from many 
sources. Development projects often focus on large infra-
structure ventures such as dams and regional power grids. 
These projects can be susceptible to disruption and are ex-
pensive to build and maintain, though economies of scale 
do make them attractive in some scenarios. The ValSServ 
approach focuses on distributed, renewable power sources, 
such as solar, wind, micro hydro, or local geothermal un-
less stable, centralized power is readily available. 9 ValSServ 
seeks to leverage available resources and provide relatively 
low-cost, off-grid options to remote areas expeditiously 

for services such as irrigation pumping, water purification, 
cool storage for agricultural produce, and chargers for cell 
phones. An off-grid initiative would provide a service that 
could be secured locally, whether by a valley population, 
village, clan, or other social unit, as opposed to larger scale 
projects, which might require the presence of external 
security forces. Within a smaller operating area, projects 
could be completed and made operational more quickly, 
leading to more immediate impacts on the daily lives of 
the residents. Simple projects, such as installing street 
lights or putting a light bulb in every kitchen, could lead 
to profound changes in terms of lives saved through better 
security, sanitation, skills gained by having evening hours 
available for study, and the social impacts of freeing people 
from sunset-to-sunrise cycles.10

Information-sharing support is enabled by telecommu-
nications and used to provide technical information and 
other assistance, from local sources where available and 
through “reachback” support when not.11  However, the 
mere existence of communication channels is not enough 
to ensure effective information-sharing. Developing good 
procedures and requirements for information-sharing 
support is hard. Some information-sharing master plans 
involve hundreds of actions. However, a relatively small 
number of policy refinements can improve information-
sharing and provide needed services to the field faster. 
By implementing a “sharing to succeed” approach where 
information is distributed widely and responsibly, as op-
posed to the “need to know” concept that permits infor-
mation-sharing only among authorized individuals, infor-
mation can be accessed more easily and made actionable, 
leading to greater impacts “on the ground.” Leaders have 
articulated the need for this change for years, but it rarely 
has been implemented well.12

Information-sharing support complements any 
ValSServ project, which focuses on needs of local popu-
lations and implementation in the field. At one level, 
information-sharing support could be as direct as having 
a person available who speaks the local language answer-
ing a farmer’s questions about how to fix his agricultural 
equipment. In other cases, information-sharing could 
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come through reachback to remote locations to gain ac-
cess to information, assessment, and implementation rec-
ommendations to improve the delivery of locally relevant 
solutions, as well as reduce planning time and deployment 
risks. It also might introduce entirely new ideas.

To collect information relevant to ValSServ projects 
and provide information retrieval mechanisms and as-
sessment services, information-sharing support includes 
five categories. First, local information should be used 
wherever possible. Second, if this information is unavail-
able, draw on repository services including the storage and 
retrieval of lessons learned reports, planning materials, 
and relevant researchable materials. The objective is to 
provide a way, with both in-country and reachback com-
ponents, to access potentially relevant material quickly 
for forward planning and operations. Third, assessment 
services provide a suite of evaluated materials about pre-
viously implemented and current programs that might 
help accelerate planning and operations. These could 
range from in-country expertise to remote diagnostic 
tools and searchable taxonomies of essential services by 
vendor, type of operation, and use. Fourth, information 
distribution services range from telephones to an expand-
ing set of online distribution platforms and tools includ-
ing analytical views, planning frameworks, and tools to 
support planning and operations. In many developing 
countries, these could be built quickly, using cell phones 
and other mobile devices. Finally, technical and analytical 
services answer engineering design, operational support, 
and similar questions for people forward, if such capa-
bilities are not available locally. In simplest form, such 
services could be an experienced mechanic at the end of a 
phone line, but they also could include distributed teams 
of experts around the world.

Without this kind of bi-directional give and take, 
ValSServ projects are much less likely to succeed. How-
ever, reachback support has rarely been done effec-
tively,13 and this problem must be overcome. If U.S. or 
coalition forces do not communicate, collaborate, trans-
late, and engage effectively with populations, let alone 
with each other, they cannot achieve the policy goals for 

which military forces have been committed. Such shar-
ing needs to be an integral part of the planning process, 
and this is reflected in the ValSServ concept and execu-
tion steps.

Domains are groups of related functions such as 
agriculture/food, clean water, public health, daily liv-
ing, education, vocational training, and business devel-
opment. Not all projects involve all domains. Also, to 
keep a ValSServ project sustainable with local resources, 
it may not be possible to provide all desired services in 
all domains. The population will have to choose among 
the available options. Services are sets of specific activi-
ties, practices, or projects with clearly defined objectives 
and impacts that connect enablers with domains. In the 
ValSServ concept, local populations identify services they 
value and then parse them down, selecting a package of 
services that they can sustain with their own resources. 
The section below illustrates ways that services could be 
applied to domains to improve daily life in a ValSServ 
project area.

Agriculture/Food. Power for cool or cold storage 
and on-site processing of agricultural products can re-
duce crop spoilage significantly. Distributing informa-
tion about market conditions, transportation routes, and 
weather forecasts via cell phone (or Internet, if available) 
could improve market functions, as can microcredit. In-
formation on irrigation design and power, or its opera-
tion, could improve crop yields. Helping people to save 
money on fuel via integrated cooking methods (solar/
combustion/retained heat) could reduce poverty and fuel 
use in deforested areas, as well as the time spent gath-
ering the fuel itself. An information-sharing support 
network could help get farm equipment fixed faster and 
more effectively.

Public Health. Water purification systems tailored 
to local conditions could improve the quality of life for 
residents. Extending information access (by multiple 
means) to clinics and teaching hospitals could help 
more people get health care and medical education. 
Satellite or other network services such as microwave 
or WiFi could provide connections to remote facilities. 
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Cell phone–based services (extended to remote areas 
when possible) for prenatal and maternal care, using 
interactive voice and text messaging in local languages, 
and increasingly smart phone applications, could have 
lasting impacts on populations.

Daily Living. Reliable electricity could have ex-
ceptional impacts on the daily well-being of individu-
als. Lighting for streets improves safety, while stores and 
houses could run food storage devices and provide light-
ing for meals and reading, as well as giving women more 
options and allowing children to study at night.

Education. The extension of Internet services to 
universities and other schools could increase the quality 
of educational services dramatically.14 The expansion of 
low-cost information systems, such as cell phone–based 
training and programs such as One Laptop Per Child, 
also help to improve overall educational standards, and 
there are many lessons to be learned from existing proj-
ects.15 Experimentation with serious games such as a 
mobile version of SIMVILLAGE also could be valuable, 
and could be broadened as more bandwidth and smarter 
phones become available.

Business Development. Entrepreneurs often need to be 
encouraged to cooperate more with one another. The shar-
ing of information on market opportunities could help to 
establish and maintain a cycle of trust and shared benefits. 
Once basic capabilities are in place, virtual marketplaces 
could help overcome the tyranny of distance on a provin-
cial, or even national level, and improve the coordination 
of buyer/seller relationships. Business capacity could be 
built through focused and intensive entrepreneurship fel-
lowship programs with hands-on instruction, training, and 
support. These fellowships might be based around teach-
ing basic business skills, identification of specific business 
opportunities and business plan development, and support 
to the launch of business ventures.

Vocational Training. As businesses grow, a goal should 
be to train locals to grow capacity on their own. An impor-
tant caveat is that business development initiatives need to 
understand the market’s future ability to absorb new job 
skills. It does little good to raise expectations by training a 

student only to discover that there are no jobs available to 
put the skills to productive use. This is critically important 
to sustainability, but rarely is done well.

Private-sector initiatives are critical to every ValSServ 
project since the funding provided by non-host govern-
ments and nongovernmental organizations is not a long-
term guarantee. Local market solutions must be imple-
mented—preferably earlier rather than later. In every case, 
ValSServ projects need to be rationalized with government 
plans and overall strategies, and national standards where 
applicable. Yet what can be deployed, and where, will vary 
greatly by locale. In some cases, ValSServ would draw on 
existing infrastructures and services, while in other cases 
infrastructures and services might have to be built from 
scratch or imported.

Simultaneously, equipment used to enable ValSServ 
should meet four criteria (notionally termed R2S2): rap-
idly configurable; rapidly deployable; simple to set up, 
operate, and maintain; and scalable in diverse conditions. 
It does no good to have impressive equipment that looks 
great in a donor’s display rooms but that cannot be de-
ployed, configured, and operated in the field, or scaled to 
meet emerging needs.

Implementing services such as those outlined 
above could increase citizen satisfaction, as well as the 
transparency of decisionmaking and financial trans-
actions, recognizing that approaches must be adapted 
to the ability of societies to absorb them. Done well, 
this implementation and adaption could enhance 
governance and contribute to more effective rule of 
law through innovative justice and dispute resolution 
methods, sometimes involving cell phones and In-
ternet access.16 In any case, people are likely to find 
unanticipated uses for these enablers and services. It 
is neither possible nor desirable to dictate what will 
happen on top of ValSServ foundations. Ultimately, 
the choices belong to the local people, and they are 
likely to make more sustainable choices if they know 
the options available to them. Effective planning and 
coordination, as well as implementation, increase the 
chances for success.
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Planning and Coordination
Careful planning is essential for a ValSServ project. 

Each effort must consider a range of issues early on to 
ensure its long-term sustainability. Any plan must begin 
with an understanding of what the locals want, coupled 
with an analysis of what is needed. Cost and capability 
limits introduce constraints that must be addressed be-
fore moving forward. Once a project has been agreed on, 
a structured implementation process is essential. Finally, 
to ensure sustainability, the planning process must enable 
situational awareness at both local and project oversight 
levels of the effort and the area affected. Once planning 
is complete, recurring training is needed both for manag-
ers and users.

Local buy-in is essential to all ValSServ planning. 
Addressing indigenous needs as local decisionmakers 
perceive them, rather than what outsiders think they 

should have,17 and designing infrastructure to be resil-
ient to disruption, whether intentional or accidental, will 
lead to much more sustainable futures. Thus, the focus 
is bottom-up projects, beginning with local governance 
structures supported by technically qualified staff. The 
resilience of infrastructures also is greatly enhanced by 
the full engagement of their owners, protectors, and us-
ers during the planning, construction, and operation of 
infrastructure projects. Village-focused, distributed in-
frastructure projects usually satisfy those criteria.

The impact of ValSServ projects on existing social, 
political, and cultural relationships must be analyzed 
thoroughly.18 The considerations outlined below under 
the sections on ValSServ Planning and Execution are de-
signed to take them into account. Sociopolitical and cul-
tural sensitivities alone should not dictate when, where, 
and what services are deployed, but a lack of sensitivity to 

figure 2. ValSServ Planning and Coordination framework
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these issues would certainly weaken the likelihood that 
the project would be effective and sustainable.19 The pro-
cesses by which infrastructure is built, deployed, and gov-
erned could be as important as the services they enable.20 
In addition to demonstrating commitment toward the 
population, the services could strengthen social trust, en-
hance relationships, and deepen public commitment to 
protect and use the infrastructure because a valued and 
life-improving service is provided. That requires a com-
munal pact to codify what is to be protected and how it 
is to be used fairly. Alternatively, if poorly implemented, 
such projects could exacerbate local frictions and power 
imbalances.

In a stability operations environment, a key objec-
tive is to remove an insurgency’s base of support within 
the local populace. ValSServ infrastructure-building 
could contribute to this goal by providing jobs, building 
capabilities, and demonstrating commitment.21 How-
ever, this is a complicated issue, as a recent U.S. Insti-
tute of Peace monograph highlights in its analysis of 
the 2009 U.S. and coalition surge in Afghanistan.22 The 
paper concludes that:

the surge has attained localized progress, but it 
has not achieved the strategic, sustainable “game 
change” in Afghan subnational governance it 
sought [because] its success depended upon three 
initial U.S. assumptions that proved unrealistic. 
First, the policy assumed that governance progress 
would accrue as quickly as security progress, with 
more governance-focused resources compensating 
for less time. Second, the policy assumed that 
bottom-up progress in local governance would 
be reinforced by top-down Afghan government 
structures and reforms. Third, the policy assumed 
that absence of governance was a key universal 
driver for the insurgency, whereas in some areas, 
presence of government became a fueling factor.23

Once the surge was in motion, other miscalcula-
tions emerged: the confusion of discrete successes with 

replicable progress, the mistaking of individuals’ im-
provements with institution building, the confusion of 
“local” with “simple,” and the overreliance on techno-
logical solutions to address problems that were funda-
mentally political in nature.

Clearly, all of these challenges and unfulfilled as-
sumptions also could apply in ValSServ environments. 
Because of this, enhanced situational awareness is cru-
cial throughout the project. It must be sought through a 
mix of processes, technological platforms, and analytical 
methods, ranging from paper maps to computer displays, 
which need to be tailored to user needs and capabilities. 
One goal of enhanced situational awareness is to detect 
subtle changes or faint signals within a population that 
could flag emerging threats or potential successes. It also 
could help evaluate project effectiveness.

Integrated open-source, unclassified information 
could be a key to situational awareness.24 Tying such 
operations together, and obtaining feedback from those 
who are as close as possible to the relevant population 
(sometimes known as instrumenting the edge) could 
greatly enhance the amount of quality, population-cen-
tric information available to decisionmakers and those 
on the ground. Developing trust within networks is cru-
cial, but opinions differ widely over how trust is earned in 
social networks. The 2007 Maritime Strategy asserts that 
“trust and cooperation can’t be surged.”25 They have to be 
built systematically. Others, however, maintain that trust 
can be quickly built.26 Regardless of how it is established, 
trust can only be sustained over time through the build-
ing of enduring capacity.27 Regardless of the method, 
time, and form, participants must work to gain the trust 
of locals and to understand how and why a specific area 
really wants a project. Only in this way can all parties 
expect to benefit fully from the outcome as projects are 
completed.

Cost, available capabilities, and environmental con-
ditions must all be considered when analyzing a possible 
venture. Projects should be budgeted based on the fully 
burdened price of energy installation and maintenance. 
This includes the on-site price, logistics, and other related 
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factors such as economic externalities, infrastructure sup-
port, and sustainability. This requires answering questions 
such as whether the loss of water flow or other changes in 
water quality is worth the availability of electricity to the 
population, or whether it is cost-effective to ship replace-
ment parts to the location. The sustainability of a project 
also must be evaluated in terms of the numbers of people 
with appropriate skills who are likely to be available now 
and into the future to operate and maintain equipment.

There always will be a creative tension between the 
prudent need to answer these types of questions fully and 
the need to bring capabilities online in a reasonable time. 
An 80 percent solution soon is likely to be more useful 
than a 100 percent solution in the distant future. Paraly-
sis by analysis is a recurring hazard. To combat this, heu-
ristic approaches based on best practices in comparable 
environments are helpful. These should be accompanied 
by near continuous feedback and a frequent challenging 
of assumptions. Proposals would likely need to change as 
a project evolves.

The ripple effects of ValSServ-related initiatives may 
give rise to emergent patterns and sudden shifts in priori-
ties, as projects generate both benefits and tensions with-
in populations. For example, a power project in which 
all individuals within a village pay the same for service 
could unwittingly benefit those who use more than their 
share of power. Similarly, instituting an irrigation proj-
ect without first defining usage regulations could quickly 
raise tensions within a village if an individual, or group, 
dominates the new technology. ValSServ project manag-
ers must be aware of these tensions, schisms, and power 
relationships when planning a project, and provide ways 
for local stakeholders to resolve them.

Refining four skill sets can significantly improve 
the chance of success in ValSServ projects. First, build 
a common vocabulary. Many organizations participating 
in complex operations have different perspectives, agen-
das, and terminology on similar topics.28 The way issues 
are framed often limits the options considered and ac-
tions taken. Consequently, building shared semantics to 
create shared mental models of where, why, and how 

differences and disagreements exist is important to 
bridging organizational divides.29 A common vocabu-
lary, or at least common linguistic tools to communi-
cate differences, could help shape alignments and frame 
discussions. The rationalization and standardization of 
terminology also is essential to building metadata dic-
tionaries online, which heighten the discoverability of 
information on applicable networks.

Second, understand interdependencies. ValSServ ac-
tivities are inherently interconnected. Sustainable impacts 
can be realized in diverse domains if the core enablers are 
made available. However, the services that sit on top of 
these enablers differ depending on local conditions and 
requirements. For example, several villages might be able 
to share information about agricultural pricing through 
cell phones but the impact of that information would vary 
from village to village due to logistics, local capacity, secu-
rity, and other variables. Consequently, sensitivity to in-
terdependencies and the sociocultural practices that affect 
them become vital for ValSServ planning and operations.

Third, enhance transparency and accountability. Ac-
tual decisionmakers or thought leaders often differ from 
those identified by official titles or declarations of intent. 
Within a village the appointed mayor may have less au-
thority than the elders. Identifying who is really doing 
what, with whom, when, how, why, and with what results 
is important in planning ValSServ implementation,30 
and particular efforts should be made to discover relevant 
information not readily visible.

Fourth, close the execution gap between strategic intent 
and operational reality.31 The complex interactions among 
ValSServ components mean that particular attention 
needs to be given to the gaps and potential gaps between 
concepts, planning, and execution. Disconnects in execu-
tion often result from disconnects in planning and the 
best of intentions can fall victim to poor implementa-
tion if the realities on the ground are not understood. 
Measures of effectiveness and measures of performance 
should be a part of any project from the beginning.

 Once these plans are completed, a set of short-
term, usually 1-day, training modules covering aspects 
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of ValSServ could be of value, recognizing that training 
facilitates in the field would be austere, perhaps huts 
or even lean-tos, and the population’s learning baseline 
would vary widely. Topics might include infrastructure, 
messaging, partnerships, awareness, core domains, and 
transition, known by the acronym IMPACT. Custom-
ized courses could be created from this baseline and 
delivered to various audiences to enhance civilian and 
government capability and to address emergent topics. 
These could range from basic approaches, such as how 
to use the capabilities of cell phones effectively in re-
mote environments, to sophisticated concepts such as 
micro power grid management where applicable. Skill-
fully used, they also can reinforce local buy-in and the 
trust that it engenders. Training thus could help jump-
start ValSServ activities and also help sustain their im-
pacts since quality training suggests that support would 
be available when needed.

The ValSServ project execution steps listed in the ta-
ble (shown on the the following page) integrate concepts 
from the previous sections. The steps present a general se-
quence of activities to develop an informed understanding 
of the culture and needs of host populations, and ways to 
execute a ValSServ project. The steps can be iterated as 
new information is gathered and assessments are made.

Benefits and Support
Since 2004, U.S. policy and national security organi-

zations have become more willing to engage with civil-
military participants in complex operations. This change 
reflects major policy and doctrine changes for the U.S. 
military.32 Current guidance calls for increased emphasis 
on the shaping of partner nation capacity development 
during steady-state noncombat missions, stability op-
erations, and humanitarian assistance/disaster relief. At 
their core, such approaches reflect recognition that the 
sorts of problems that generate complex operations can-
not be solved by military means alone.33

These developments have led to new models of 
public-private, “whole of government,” and transnational 
efforts to meet the challenges of complex operations.34 

The emergence of these new governance models has led 
to a better understanding of the requirements needed to 
achieve the political, social, and economic goals for which 
military forces are committed in complex operations. 
Three requirements in particular are of key importance. 
First, two-way communication, close collaboration, and 
engagement with both local populations and civil-mili-
tary mission participants are necessary. Second, a popu-
lation-centric focus, which lies at the core of ValSServ, 
is necessary. The key is that local decisionmakers have 
“decision rights” to choose which types of projects and 
services are to be developed where, when, how, and by 
whom. Projects are never forced on a population. The 
third is private-sector engagement and a commitment 
to building sustainable local capacity. ValSServ projects 
cannot be sustained without them since government and 
international donor organizational support will not be 
open ended. Together, these requirements form a strong 
bond between goals and practices in the field.

The ValSServ concept directly supports these pol-
icy shifts in a number of ways. It encourages building 
partner capacity through an emphasis on services that 
can be supported through local resources and training 
to accompany them. It also provides a basis for postwar 
stabilization and reconstruction and predisaster conse-
quence mitigation. The ability to scale is important, and 
the ValSServ emphasis on locally controlled, available, 
sustainable resources allows for the key enablers and ser-
vices to be built out once a core is established.

next Steps
There has been significant high-level support for 

ValSServ,35 but implementation requires people in the 
field to spend time on individual projects. Telecommu-
nications is being built out rapidly in Afghanistan, and 
roughly 85 percent of the population is within cell phone 
coverage. There are numerous opportunities for distrib-
uted solar power in many places, micro-hydro in the east, 
and wind in the west. However, experience shows the need 
for sustained maintenance and followup, so people willing 
to provide support have to be found, even if they do not 
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Step description

Postulate Pre- and 
Post-conditions

Postulate desired objectives and the necessary pre- and post-conditions 
to make those objectives achievable, e.g., what needs to be in place 
before and after execution to increase the likelihood of sustainable im-
pact and minimize risks. help to shape the ripple effects of the project 
within its environment. assess and refine based on fieldwork.

Propose location Propose potential villages, cities, and other areas for ValSServ imple-
mentation to support local goals and capacity-building objectives. 
leverage data on pre-conditions and the likelihood of reaching desired 
post-conditions. adjust as needed.

design Project objectives 
against effectiveness and 
Performance Measures

Postulate project objectives for each location. use local goals and appli-
cable assessment approaches to tie projects to objectives and increase 
utility elsewhere. refine objectives based on fieldwork. identify poten-
tial funding sources.

Prepare for fieldwork establish fieldwork agenda: objectives, timing, interview structures and 
questions, data-sheets, and recording formats. Validate locally.

initiate engagement engage in areas selected for implementation. Build and strengthen 
relationships and collect data to assess potential for high impact. Vali-
date locally and adjust as needed using local nationals as interlocutors 
whenever possible.

assess impact on Market 
System

assess which sets of essential services to support. Consider their ripple 
effects across other essential services and local capacity development. 
Validate locally.

assess impacts on Social/
Power Behavior

assess how these initiatives could encourage, or mitigate, changes in be-
haviors. understand how norms of behavior could be strengthened and 
modified to support desired post-conditions. Validate locally.

Plan to Build Capacity develop business models, partnership plans, training programs, and 
related activities to build capacity so the local population can sustain 
essential services with the resources they are likely to have available. 
Validate locally.

assess delivery and 
Service “Kits”

identify specific enablers (types of telecommunications, power, infor-
mation-sharing), domains (agriculture, public health), and service “kits” 
(micro-credit over cell phone, irrigation pumping, information and com-
munications technology “service packs”) that would be useful, suitable for 
rapid deployment, and locally sustainable. Validate locally.

assess risks and develop 
Mitigation Strategies

Model potential risks and areas of breakdown and identify mitigation 
steps. understand legal and regulatory constraints. Validate locally.

enhance Situational aware-
ness and influence Messag-
ing

design mechanisms to enhance situational awareness about the prog-
ress of implementation and influence messaging throughout project 
implementation and beyond to ensure sustainability and desired re-
sults. Validate locally.

link Policies and field 
operating Procedures

ensure that field personnel understand applicable policies and are given 
clear operational procedures. Validate locally.

execute and assess obtain resources, install enablers, and deploy services through local 
channels wherever possible. Monitor, measure, assess, and adjust as 
necessary.

Communicate results and 
Shape narrative

Communicate results, shape narrative, and change behaviors (on many 
levels) to ensure that lessons (good and bad) actually are learned and 
not just observed.

table. ValSServ Project execution Steps
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need to be continuously on site.36 Similar conditions exist 
in other countries. Particular opportunities would seem to 
exist in the U.S. Pacific Command, U.S. Africa Command, 
and U.S. Southern Command areas of responsibility. For 
example, this aligns well with the U.S. Pacific Command 
emphasis on resilience in theater.

Additional research is needed to prepare, analyze, 
and learn better from past lessons. Policy and doc-
trine need to encourage cross-cutting projects such as 
ValSServ. Concepts of operations and tactics, techniques, 
and procedures should align with policy and doctrine to 
make sure people on the ground know what they can and 
cannot do. Legal and regulatory regimes should be clari-
fied to facilitate public-private cooperation rather than 
impeding it.

One way to address these would be to harvest expe-
riences from pilot projects in diverse regions. ValSServ 
projects could be explored in conjunction with the Pacific 
Fleet’s Pacific Partnership program, Haitian reconstruc-
tion, and a variety of capacity-building initiatives in Af-
rica. Implementation opportunities should be explored 
with the commands in conjunction with agencies with 
experience such as the U.S. Agency for International De-
velopment and World Bank.

In sum, ValSServ projects can increase the ability of 
U.S. and coalition forces to execute a variety of missions 
more effectively in constrained resource environments. 
Now is the time to gain experience on how best to take 
advantage of them.
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